
TALIAN NAVY SHIP RADIO STATIONS AWARD 2016 - REGULATION 

Alberto Mattei - IT9MRM - National Coordinator WEAPONS 

The Diploma A.R.M.I. called "ITALIAN NAVY SHIP RADIO STATIONS" it is designed to 

remember the Naval Radio Stations of the Italian Navy since 1960 and encourage radio 

communications in all modes with all amateur stations. The Award is achievable by all OM and 

SWL of the world. The Jolly station for this event will be II2IAOG (Ship PHOENIX). 

PERIOD validity 

The diploma will begin September 10, 2016 (00:00 UTC) and will end on September 25, 2016 

(24.00 UTC). 

STATIONS 

The following stations will be active: 

- Stations with special call representing the Stations Radio Naval Navy (see list on the 

http://www.assoradiomarinai.it site); 

- Recorded Stations all'A.R.M.I .; 

- Listed stations to other Naval Clubs; 

- Independent stations. 

WAYS 

The following modes are possible: CW - SSB - DIGITAL (only PSK - RTTY) 

BANDS 

All HF bands, according to the Band Plan IARU 

QSO POINTS 

QSOs (HRD) with IT Navy Ship Radio Station "Jolly" are worth 25 points (all modes); QSOs 

(HRD) with IT Navy Ship Radio Stations are worth 15 points (all modes); 

QSOs (HRD) with A.R.M.I. Clubs Naval Clubs and members are worth 5 points (CW); 

QSOs (HRD) with A.R.M.I. Clubs Naval Clubs and members are worth 3 points (PSK / RTTY); 

QSOs (HRD) with A.R.M.I. Clubs Naval Clubs and members are worth 2 points (SSB); 

QSOs (HRD) with INDEPENDENT stations are worth 1 point (SSB-CW-DIGI); 

 

N.B. : All stations (ARMS, naval stations and JOLLY station), can be connected only once per day 

for each type of emission modes (SSB / CW / DIGI) and the same for the duration of the race. 

The INDEPENDENT stations only once. Will not be taken into consideration all double 

connections. 

MULTIPLIER 

for every "Ship Radio Stations" connected. 

Eg. If at the end of the race I connected across 5 different naval radio stations, my result I have to 

multiply it by 5. 

DIPLOMA POINTS 

To get the diploma you need a minimum of points as follows: Italian Stations: 50 points; 

European station: 25 points; Extra-European Stations: 10 points; 

CALL 

The call will be as follows: 

CW / RTTY PSK-: CQ CQ DE II2IAOG II2IAOG AWARD IT NAVY SHIP RADIO STATIONS 

K 

SSB: CQ CQ from II2IAOG - CALL FOR DIPLOMA OF NAVAL RADIO STATIONS OF 

ITALIAN NAVY -. 

  

REPORTS AND NUMBERS 

Stations Radio Naval spend the RTD relations. 

The A.R.M.I. stations will spend the RST relations followed by the registration number (# MI) 



The NAVAL stations (*) will spend the RST relations followed by the number corresponding to 

their club membership (MF # - # IN - RN # ....). 

 

CATEGORIES 

Three categories are: 

"NAVAL" for ARMI stations and those belonging to other Naval Club (*) "INDEPENDENT" for 

all the other OM 

"SWL" 

SUB-CATEGORIES 

Three subcategories are provided: "MIXED" (SSB / CW / PSK31 / RTTY) "PHONE" (SSB) 

"MORSE" (CW) 

AWARDS 

The station that obtains the highest score ever, no matter that it is a NAVAL or an 

INDEPENDENT, will receive a prize donated by the company "PRINTED.IT" Bonanno Brothers 

(http://www.printed.it) (consists of a Free Press 1000 QSL front retro colors - the front is glossy 

plastic); 

The highest score of each Category / Subcategory receive an award plaque; For SWL will be only 

one Subcategory (MIXED); 

For stations "Ship Radio Station", they will be awarded the I, II and III place with a cup. 

Prizes will be awarded for all categories / subcategories, only if in standings will at least 

5 stations in competition. 

To all if required by EnzoLog will be sent a "certificate of participation" in PDF format. 

REQUESTS 

The Diploma will be required to Award manager: 

 

IT9MRM Alberto Mattei - Via E. Millo, 20-96011 Augusta (SR) - Italy - email: 

it9mrm@gmail.com 

The request must be the conferment online via EnzoLog, or traditionally by post, shall prevail 

entered log. The applicant to participate in the tender, must send a contribution of € 10.00 or $ 

15.00 (USD). This will entitle you to receive the Award in paper format (with relative ranking 

position, way of participation and final score) and to compete for the ultimate prize. (The 

contribution must be paid at the end of the race). 

LOGS 

The official log is the spreadsheet downloaded from the association's Web site, this is the official 

program for the calculation of points to be credited. 

You can alternatively enter their log in ADIF format via the website "EnzoLog" (Log on-line) at the 

following link http://www.enzolog.org/itnavyshipradio/ 

Optionally we also accept Logs in digital format (.xls file type, .doc). 

It 'also allowed the use of other electronic Log, important is that at the end of the race the ADIF file 

is also included on EnzoLog or, send it to the Award Manager who will add on electronic log, for 

checking and counting points. 

It will be up by the Award Manager control sample logs and its member stations contacts, if there 

are inconsistencies, will be excluded from the ranking and included in the Control Log list. 

  

The Italian stations who wish may send contributions for the Diploma in the following ways: 

- Via "POSTEPAY" 4023600645946221 headed to Alberto Mattei (CF MTTLRT63L22I535Z); 

- Via "PAYPAL" to the following address it9mrm@gmail.com 

- BANK: IBAN IT64E0306984620100000004132 c / o INTESA-S.PAOLO Augusta. 

 

 

 



EXPIRY 

Requests for graduation must be received no later than 30. 11. 2016. 

INFORMATION 

Any information about the participating stations and to the diploma may be taken from the official 

website dell'A.R.M.I. http://www.assoradiomarinai.it 

 

(*) NAVAL CLUB: INORC - RNARS - MF - NRA - MFCA - BMARS - YO-MARS - MARAC - 

FNARS 


